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Abstract
One of the key questions of research on federalism is to understand the conditions or causal mech-

anisms under which constitutional change—that reallocates powers between the centre and the

states–  becomes feasible in federal systems.  However, the literature on federalism o�ers limited
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guidance on how to persuade subnational states to adopt amendments which seek to diminish their

constitutionally assigned powers—especially their tax authority, which is a primordial feature of their

institutional empowerment—without violating democratic decorum and federal principles. The case of

indirect tax reforms in India assumes signi�cance in this context. It adds important insights to the

debate on how best to understand the circumstances under which the proposals to amend the con-

stitutional division of powers enter the political agenda and the conditions under which they fail or

are �nally adopted.

 Introduction
The successful introduction of a ‘Concurrent Dual GST’[1] model in India from 1st July 2017 following

an amendment to the constitutional division of powers makes it a case of tax reforms having no par-

allel. India is now the only developing country federation with a concurrent dual GST system, which –

unlike the Canadian system – grants states with no discretion regarding the SGST (the subnational

component of GST) and has no system to equalise SGST revenues[2].

After 1991, the paradigm shift in economic policymaking, precipitated by an exceptionally severe bal-

ance of payments crisis, had generated a broad consensus on the need to reform India’s ine�cient

and complex indirect tax system. The Indirect Tax Reform Committee, 1991, recommended reforms

to remove barriers to factor and product mobility and foster domestic economic integration.  Given

that the implementation of GST required states to give up their right to determine tax rates on the

sales and purchases of goods within their jurisdiction, the indirect tax reform process got o� to a

slow start and remained embroiled, for more than two decades, in the centre-state coordination di-

lemma about concerns related to the loss of revenue and �scal autonomy.

Despite a broad consensus on the rationale of reforms, and the centre’s willingness to o�er conces-

sions, the reforms lingered throughout the coalition era in Indian politics. Interestingly, while the co-

alition governments failed to motivate the Subnational Governments (SNGs ) to reach an agreement

on contentious issues related to these tax reforms, a negotiated solution to the coordination di-

lemma could be constructed when a ‘dominant party equilibrium’ began to operate after 2014.

What prompted the states to accept limits on their �scal authority and what induced the dominant

ruling party to adhere to the previously made commitments?

The Principle and the Politics of Concessionary Federalism: How
Does it Work?

Within a federal system, constitutional change is often required to reallocate competences (Behnke

and Benz 2009). A constitutional reallocation of power may aim at peripheralization, federalization or

centralization. Here we are concerned with the speci�c case of changing federalism’s boundaries—to

diminish the subnational governments’ tax powers—through formal amendment(s), with the ap-

proval of the subnational governments (SNGs). In this situation, the national government, as a �rst

mover, determines the minimum level of concessions— rational from its perspective and acceptable

to the SNGs— in return for the SNGs’ abdication of tax powers. In this way, the coordination game

begins. It incorporates a strong element of ‘negotiation’ but the outcome depends on the relative

bargaining powers of the negotiating parties. The �rst mover often starts with an extreme demand

and then continuously makes concessions to work towards a joint agreement depending on (1) trade



-o�s between its own and the second mover’s utilities (2) the extent to which the second mover’s

non-cooperative move can result in lower utility for the �rst mover. Thus, a concessionary approach

to intergovernmental interactions (or concessionary federalism) may be understood as an exculpat-

ory theory of federalism whereby the concessions o�ered by the central government reciprocate the

concessions received from the SNGs in such a way that any loss of utility su�ered by the latter in one

dimension is at least partially o�set by a gain in some other dimension(s).

Under what conditions is the concessionary approach likely to be (in)e�ective?

The concession-based bargaining approaches to extract SNGs’ agreement are likely to fail in the con-

text of a weak national government (for instance, minority/coalition governments) because when na-

tional ruling parties are weak, retaining �scal authority creates greater payo�s for SNGs than swap-

ping their autonomy for concessions. When a coalition government rules at the centre and di�erent

parties govern di�erent states, the non-a�liated states are large enough in number to collectively

block any constitutional amendments designed to limit subnational �scal powers. Therefore, the fed-

eral concessions will be rejected, which means that the federal bargain will be unsuccessful.

However, if a single party controls the national legislature and the majority of states, the coordina-

tion dilemma is resolved because any challenge mounted by opposition ruled states is likely to fail. In

such a scenario, an interactive sequence of o�ers regarding concessions will begin, which will con-

tinue until an agreement is eventually reached whereby the states surrender their constitutional

powers in exchange for the concessions o�ered by the central government. This situation of recip-

rocal o�ers of concessions in an e�ort to reach a joint agreement between the centre and the states

is what has been referred to as concessionary federalism.

Concessionary Federalism and India’s Transition to the GST
Regime

As the federal political institutions or the structures of voluntary cooperation are weak in India, the

centre-state interactions on speci�c policy issues produce either con�ict or cooperation, depending

on in/congruent partisan a�liation (Sharma and Swenden 2018), weak/strong constitutional position

of states in those speci�c policy �elds and low/high national priority accorded to those issues

(Swenden, Saxena, and Sharma 2021).

Despite the indirect tax reforms being a high priority issue, the coordination dilemma associated

with it could not be resolved for more than two decades after adoption of the structural adjustment

programme in 1991, because of the combined e�ect of the states’ constitutional authority to charge

and levy tax on sale or purchase of goods and the contentious politics of the coalition era. It is im-

portant to highlight that the opposition parties—who ruled more than half of the states and had the

ability to block the centre’s bid to pass the contentious GST bill—had no incentive to swap their �scal

autonomy for concessions which the national ruling coalition was willing to o�er. Thus the ‘conces-

sionary approach’ did not work during the coalition era. However, with the BJP’s rise to federal power

in 2014 and a streak of victories in state assembly elections (Schakel, Sharma, and Swenden 2019),

the number and impact of veto players, such as the opposition chief ministers and parliamentarians,

reduced considerably. Consequently, a new political structure of voluntary cooperation, based on

partisan ties, began to operate between the two levels. Interestingly, the SNGs, which were reluctant

to part with their tax authority under coalition governments, became amenable to engaging in the

reciprocity of concessions under a dominant-party system. In this situation of the dominant party

equilibrium, the a�liated state governments (21 at the time of the passage of the GST bill) ceased to



be subnationally oriented and approved the constitutional amendment to impose limits on their

�scal authority in exchange for a package of concessions, leaving no choice for the non-a�liated

states but to follow suit.

Here it can be argued that since a single party dominance paves the way for a hierarchical control

over the SNGs, ‘imposed’ cooperation can replace the need for an explicit bargaining process. After

all, why would a national government powerful enough to extract states’ acquiescence agree to con-

cessions demanded by the SNGs? In other words, the explanation relying exclusively on the party

dominance leaves open the question of incentives that induce the dominant party to adhere to the

previously made commitments. The solution to this puzzle lies in the constitutionally established fed-

eral structure which creates legally independent and constitutionally protected spheres of political

authority (Elazar 1987). Thus, a dominant party in a federal system is often restrained by the path-

dependent e�ects of the procedural and political safeguards inherent in a federal organisation itself.

Therefore, the dominant party is obliged to make a tactical choice, an e�cient frontier that seeks to

address the trade-o� between national and subnational utilities in a federal system. It engages in a

reciprocity of concessions—whereby a loss of utility su�ered by the SNGs in one dimension is at

least partially o�set by a gain in some other dimension(s).

Therefore, I argue that the transition to a GST regime became a reality only when the dominant na-

tional ruling party, otherwise capable of imposing cooperation via hierarchical control, adopted the

negotiating path under the in�uence of India’s federal governance in general and the path depend-

ent legacies of the two decades of coalition politics in particular. The union government embraced a

concessionary approach by

(a) agreeing to the GST design most preferable to the SNGs— that is, a “Concurrent Dual GST” rather

than a single, uni�ed national GST model

(b) increasing vertical devolution of the states’ share in the divisible pool of Union taxes

(c) agreeing to a generous compensation package promising a growth rate of 14% in GST revenue for

the �rst �ve years of GST’s implementation

(d) accepting the states’ demand to keep some of the revenue yielding products (such as petroleum

products alcohol, electricity, and real estate) out of the purview of the GST and �nally

(e) enshrining in the constitution, a new institutional mechanism (the GST Council) through which the

centre and the states pool the legislative sovereignty of Parliament and the state legislatures to

make decisions related to the GST in India.

Finally, the Indian experience shows that commitment problems do occur. For instance, the central

government attempted to renege on its commitment to compensate states for revenue losses due

to the transition to the GST regime. Interestingly, all a�liated (BJP ruled) states supported the

centre’s proposal. Emboldened by the support of the a�liated states, the central government �ayed

the disgruntled SNGs for their uncooperative attitude and threatened to postpone the payment of

their compensation dues for a further two years until June 2022. At this moment, the dissenting (op-

position rued) states threatened to move the apex court against the centre’s decision. Such an e�ect-

ive use of legal threat by the opposition ruled SNGs induced the central government to change its

stance. This not only highlights the role of the judiciary in enforcing the constitution’s limit on federal

power but also con�rms the insight from the literature on auto limitation (Stone 1992), that govern-

ments take into account court’s preferences and exercise ‘self-restraint’ to avoid defeat at the court.



Conclusion
In this short contribution I have highlighted the logic that made the subnational states approve the

tax reforms, notwithstanding the clear prospect of a reduction in their �scal autonomy after imple-

menting the GST. It has highlighted the role of critical junctures; the role of the post 2014 political en-

vironment characterised by weak veto possibilities in removing barriers to change; the role of federal

constitutional structures in compelling the dominant national ruling party into making concessions

and the role of judicial safeguards in protecting the states from federal overreach, pre-emption and

coercion. Most importantly, it has highlighted the salutary e�ect of the concessionary approach to

dispute prevention—which is the only way to undertake reforms that impinge upon subnational au-

thority. The concept of concessionary federalism can be applied to capture the experiences of fed-

eral systems characterized by a dominant party and hierarchical relationships, such as Mexico and

South Africa. It can also be applied to the federal systems such as Argentina and Australia, where

SNGs – intent on extracting �nancial resources from the national government – voluntarily delegate

their tax authority in exchange for the promise of insuring them against economic shocks.

[1] Goods and Services Tax (GST) is a destination-based (i.e., consumption-based rather than a pro-

duction-linked tax), comprehensive (i.e., applies to all purchases of goods and services with minimal

or negligible exemptions), multi-stage (i.e., levied on the net value added at each stage of transaction

in the production and distribution chain), credit-invoice tax ( i.e. allows producers to claim credit for

tax paid on purchases of inputs).  Generally, a single (uni�ed) tax levied by the national government

is considered ideal from a viewpoint of economic e�ciency. However, this ‘ideal’ model is not politic-

ally convenient for large federal countries like India, where subnational �scal autonomy is a sensitive

issue. Therefore, India has adopted a concurrent dual model in which the centre and the states levy

their own GST on intra-state supplies of goods and services. In addition, the centre has exclusive

power to levy and collect integrated GST (IGST) on all inter-state supplies of goods and services. IGST

is then shared between the centre and the destination (consuming) state.

[2] The Central government levies Central GST (CGST) and states levy  State GST (SGST) on goods and

services.  The rates at which the CGST and SGST are to be levied are jointly decided by the Centre

and States in the GST Council— a unique institution for intergovernmental coordination. Although

there is no system to equalize SGST revenues which bene�t rich states (the advanced states bene�t

because of higher receipts from SGST on goods and services), yet the equalization e�ect is indirectly

achieved by the fact that (a) the less industrialized states get a larger share of revenue from IGST and

(b) The tax revenue collected by the Centre on intra-state supplies and inter-state transactions be-

comes a part of the divisible pool of central taxes which is devolved to states following a principle of

equalization.
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